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Introduction
One can consider trends in the development of economy in the wholesale market, including a trade between the two countries, as a negotiation problem. Such interpretation of the classic economic problem exists in many forms, such as bargaining, double-sided monopoly, etc. One can also consider it as a two-player non-zero game. There are several general assumptions about the behavior of a single player or a group under certain economic conditions in such interpretation.
One can define the wholesale market of vegetables as a market of pure competition. Different definitions are used to define the same concept in today's economy. For example, "perfect competition" and "pure competition". This is a classic exchange problem that was considered within the framework of double-sided monopoly models, which aims to maximize both combined profits of oligopolists' union and profits of each of participants.
Because vegetable products are essentially homogeneous, end buyers always have information on the level of prices and choose market players with lower prices. Agricultural companies are also aware in the process of selling of their products that all end buyers have information on current prices. Therefore, they will not try to set higher prices, since buyers will simply choose products of other sellers. Of course, the real market situation looks a bit different, so the price level for vegetable products presented in the market by a large number of enterprises and private producers may have slight variations due to a slightly different quality of the presented products and a volume of a product batch. The difference is not significant.
A mathematical model has been constructed for market development to achieve the Nash equilibrium for a theoretical explanation of the choice of the optimal strategy for integration of an agricultural enterprise into the wholesale market. The base of J. Nash's theory is the assumption that each participant of a trade relationship acts independently, without cooperation or communication with other participants. Initially, the Nash's equilibrium concept was used in mathematical programming (in multicriteria optimization and theory of static games), where Nash equilibrium solutions often arose at saddle points of the payoff function. Consequently, researchers generalized the concept for differential games and implemented it as a strategy of Nash equilibrium management. However, since there is one player -it is an agricultural enterprise, which tries to integrate into the market, and another player -it is actually the market itself, many problems remain unresolved. Therefore, one shall use the desire of each agrarian enterprise to maximize its profit in the calculation of the strategy in the mathematical model, considering that there is almost no probability for an agrarian enterprise that the other party will not meet terms of the agreement.
The study is relevant given the requirements to improve efficiency in forming an optimal strategy for integration of an agricultural enterprise in the wholesale market of vegetable products using methodological tools of the game theory.
Literature review and problem statement
No agrarian enterprise or private producer can set a higher price than other market participants in the wholesale market of pure competition, which is the market of vegetable products in theory. The key problems in functioning of the industry are determination of a direction of development and formation of an optimal activity strategy for agricultural enterprises [1] .
Researchers studied scenarios of various strategies of enterprise activity in the market, such as a Cournot model, a fictitious game strategy, a dynamic version of fictitious game and a gradient response and algorithms of synchronous distributed for many years [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Other approaches made possible to identify this typical situation as an exchange with a non-zero total sum [7] .
Most algorithms aimed at achievement of the Nash equilibrium require modeling of information on a game and suggest that players can observe actions of other players.
Two classic examples are the best answer and fictitious game strategies, where each player chooses an action that maximizes his win based on actions of other players. Authors of paper [8] investigated existence of the Nash equilibrium for the repetitive extended duopoly model of Bertrand's price competition, which is a special repetitive game. However, it is an idealized approach to the problem of trade competition in the market. It implies perfect rationality of parties, equality in trading skills and that each of players has full knowledge of a potential and advantages of the other player.
There was an algorithm for search for the Nash equilibrium for an aggregation game developed in work [9] . The algorithm has two interconnected dynamics. They predicted dynamics of gradient playback to search for the equilibrium with locally constrained sets of strategies [9] and distributed average tracking dynamics to evaluate aggregation [10] . In addition, paper [11] showed how to apply the dynamics of the distributed average tracking to the equilibrium by the weight of an oriented graph, which improves a learning algorithm. However, distributed algorithms made possible to achieve the equilibrium only by the speed, which was clearly limited by the structure of a graph, as distributed algorithms are asymptotic in nature.
Work [12] showed that the result of a convergence was present if a matrix met the Hurwitz criterion for stability for any given local diagonal dominance condition, then such a game could not have any asymmetric equilibria. However, such assumption made convergence possible and created a potentially complex dependency on an unknown game model and parameter selection.
Authors of paper [13] performed search for a strategy of equilibrium control in a differential game with a non-zero sum in a finite time by reduction of the game to a series of problems of optimal control and further application of iterative processes of the maximum principle. Boundary conditions usually create a barrier to the evolution of decision-making methods in a situation where some players have to enter their predetermined states and, at the same time, choose their strategies to maintain equilibrium by the end of the game. The authors of the paper obtained an iterative algorithm for the search of equilibrium control implemented without use of usual methods of the game theory.
Work [14] studied extreme strategies of resources distribution between alliance partners, including equilibrium strategy, proportional strategy, greedy strategy, and random strategy. Comparing advantages and disadvantages, it determined which strategy was expedient to apply in the investment decision-making process for an enterprise. There was an experimental model established and simulated for each strategy. And the conclusion was that, most often, a greedy strategy based on Rado-Edmonds algorithm provided the best performance. However, as the authors noted, some parameters of the experimental environment were random. Thus, the conclusions may not be applicable to all cases. In addition, a partnership game between two players still has many additional factors to consider, and this model provided only some experimental conclusions at a few theoretical points.
Researchers considered a theory of hyperrational choice based on the Nash concept. It is possible to divide the Nash equilibrium into three classes. The first class is equilibrium considered based on a personal profit. The second class is an equilibrium chosen by the profit or loss of other players. The third class is equilibrium considered based on of the individual profit and loss or profit of other players at the same time. Thus, authors of paper [15] explained a behavior of a wise person, who considered a profit or loss of others in addition to individual profit, using the theory of hyper-rational choice. This new concept may describe some types of human behavior well. On the contrary, for economic tasks, such as problems of integration of an enterprise in the wholesale market, it is more appropriate to consider the first type of an equilibrium with achievement of profit maximization.
Work [16] investigated a potential function that guarantees one and only one Nash equilibrium when such a function is not strictly concave and there is no ensuring of existence of a maximum. It presented conditions of sufficiency for balanced potential games for two players when sets of strategies are valid Hilbert spaces. The work illustrates a class of games in finite-dimensional spaces, but this is crucially dependent on smoothness of the potential. There is no guarantee for uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium for examples where the potential is not smooth, even if it is strictly concave.
Paper [17] showed that the problem of achievement of the Nash equilibrium, as a kind of combination of strategies, relates to many important problems of mathematics, economics, and engineering technologies. A generalized game model plays an important role in tasks of management of the economy for proof of the existence of a general equilibrium. However, many economic problems boil down to nonlinear problems, which are denoted by the utility function without the advantage of infinite dimensional order. The traditional model of a general game cannot deal with problems such as utility function without an advantage, an incomplete advantage, a space with infinite order or nonlinear problems. Since there are no ready-made methods for solution of problems, we need new research methods.
Thus, it is advisable to use numerical utility to determine an optimal strategy for integration of agricultural enterprises in the wholesale market of vegetable products. One should form a mathematical model according to numerical utility using numerical values of utility to represent advantages of each player. In this case, each player, which participates in a game, will try to maximize his payoff.
Study [18] determined the Nash equilibrium in a bi-matrix game. The authors used economic indicators of enterprise profitability and market indicators for the assessment. There were great difficulties in assessment of a level of value for game matrices in the described model. Assessment of a profit among indicators was very difficult while performing the work. The obtained results highlighted the existence of at least one equilibrium point, except for taking into account a certain criterion for obtaining the Nash equilibrium point for mixed strategies.
Paper [19] investigated games with a total prize greater than zero [19] . It showed that such class of games was large enough to support any positive payout to players, with a total lower value of a prize. This may be the result of the Nash unique equilibrium with a pure strategy for correctly selected efficiency parameters. The equilibrium leads to the division of a prize into positive winning share for players whose sum does not exceed a total payoff and the residual share, which is lost due to the dispersion of rent, in such competition. However, the study on algorithms of behavior of an agricultural enterprise requires an analysis of the equilibrium state for a given specification of functions, that is, a strategy of behavior depending on efforts of players.
Authors of work [20] analyzed the Cournot Nash equilibrium point and local stability. They showed that variability caused by tangential bifurcation is characteristic to a chaotic behavior. The study showed that inappropriate speed of correction of player behavior may be one of the reasons that he becomes more vulnerable.
There was introduction of matrix games with zero-sum from two persons with fuzzy payoffs and different types of equilibrium strategies for fuzzy games. Paper [21] investigated the connection between parametric bi-matrix games and Nash equilibrium strategies and determined that there is at least one equilibrium strategy by Pareto-Nash equilibria in a fuzzy game in a zero-sum game [21] .
Boundary norms of substitution tend to become equal between countries at a certain internal Nash equilibrium in the domestic market for two products. This can happen only if distribution of contributions, which is the equilibrium distribution, is also optimal by Pareto distribution [22] .
Authors of work [23] proposed methods for calculation of the lower and upper bounds of the price of stability for a class of balanced games in the overloaded state with polynomial delays with negative coefficients. The upper bound on the value of the price of stability is the Nash equilibrium in this case. However, there was a global minimizer of Rosenthal potential used to determine the Nash equilibrium state [24] . That is, researchers used a potential method, which we can apply to potential games only, to reflect upper boundaries of the price of stability.
There was comparison of the approach with vectors of the sequence of advantages and the existing method for calculation of the Nash equilibria in the game theory performed [25] . The study showed an equation with a fixed point is equivalent to determination of the equilibrium of a group solution. However, the approach is more complex temporarily than the classic method of the best answer.
One understands the value of research findings for the theory and practice of strategic management of integration processes of agricultural enterprises. However, one should note that some aspects of the problem remain insufficiently studied. We need deeper research on methodological provisions of achievement of the Nash equilibrium in static and non-cooperative games. The essence of the research is proposal of methodological approaches to modeling the strategies of integration of agrarian enterprises into the wholesale agricultural market under different scenarios for achieving the Nash equilibrium. A systematic study on processes of choosing of an optimal strategy for agricultural enterprises in the wholesale market in today's conditions is important in theoretical and practical aspects. Therefore, it is necessary to study tools of strategic management and determine optimal algorithms of behavior of agricultural enterprises.
The aim and objectives of the study
The aim of this study is to construct an algorithm to form and select an optimal strategy for integration of an agrarian enterprise in the wholesale market of vegetable products based on applied game theory tools, modeling of behavior of producers in the market, achievement of the Nash equilibrium under different scenarios of behavior of competitors and volumes of information on market conditions. We set the following tasks to achieve the objective: -construction of an algorithm to optimize the strategy of behavior of producers in the market under different scenarios of behavior of competitors by achieving the Nash equilibrium;
-experimental research on application of iterative algorithms to calculate equilibria based on known solutions to optimization problems.
The algorithm to solve the problem on optimizing a behavior of players in the presence of risks by achieving the Nash equilibrium
The most anticipated area of application of the theory of non-cooperative games is a study on negotiations, which involve several parties, with e stablished rules of the game. However, complexity of mathematical work required the for full study increases quite qui c kly with an increase in the complexity of the game; so, the analysis of the game is very complex. It is possible only with the use of approximate calculational methods [26] .
We define a static non-cooperative play as a situation, which includes three components: unlimited quantity of players n, an action set (A i ), i∊n and auxiliary functions (U i ), i∊n. It is necessary to define auxiliary components, such as information sets, time, or history (that is, sets of past actions) displayed in the utility function, as a part of the game, additional components, in the dynamic [27] .
The concept of an equilibrium point is a fundamental element of the theory. The concept gives a generalization of the concept of a resolution of a zero-sum game with two persons. It turns out that a set of equilibrium points of a zero-sum game with two persons is simply a sum of all pairs of opposite "optimal strategies". In J. Nash's theory, the best alternative to a negotiated agreement is the most profitable alternative to a participant's actions, in case if negotiations fail and it is not possible to reach an agreement.
Solving the problems on representing an optimal strategy for activity of each enterprise requires calculations using special methods. It is necessary to consider a cost of production and a time value of money (products turnover) for an enterprise involved in the sale of products on the market.
Therefore, a game of this type is a game that includes n players, each of which is connected to a finite set of pure strategies. As well as p i function, which displays a set of all n-sets of pure strategies in real numbers, corresponds to each і player.
A mixed i player strategy will be a set of non-negative numbers, which have a unit sum and are in unambiguous correspondence to its pure strategies, in modeling of a market situation. There is S i =∑ a c ia π ia , where c ia ≥0 and ∑ a c ia =1 to define such mixed strategy, where defined π ia are pure strategies of i player. Next, one considers S i set as points in a simplex with vertices of π ia set. One can consider the simplex as a convex subset of a real vector space, which gives a natural linear combination process for mixed strategies [28] .
We use a, b, c notations to denote different businesses, and α, β, γ -to denote appropriate pure strategies in the calculations. S i , T i , K i designations denote respectively mixed strategies; π ia is α-pure strategy of the i-th enterprise. The payoff function, Р i , used in the definition of the final game above, has the united extension on n-sets of mixed strategies linear by mixed strategy of each player [n-linear]. We denote these strategies using Р i and record Р i (S 1 , S 2 ,..., S n ).
$ function determines n-set of mixed strategies and if $=(S 1 , S 2 ,..., S n ), then P i ($) will determine Р i (S 1 , S 2 , ..., S n ). We will also consider such n-set, $, as a point in a vector space, a space of productions of vector spaces containing mixed strategies.
The set of all such n-sets forms a convex polyhedron, a product of simplexes, which represent mixed strategies. In this case, one can define an equilibrium point in n-tuple $ when the following equation is correct for each i player:
and c ia ≥0. If $=(S 1 , S 2 , ..., S n ), and S i uses π ia , it follows that $ also uses π ia . From the linearity Р i (S 1 , S 2 ,..., S n ) in S i [28] ,
We define P ia ($)=p i ($; π ia ). Then we obtain the following trivial necessary and sufficient condition for $ to be the equilibrium point [28] :
If $=(S 1 , S 2 , ..., S n ) and
, that is, $ does not use π ia , unless it is not an optimal pure strategy for i player. Based on the above: if π ia is used in $, then p ia ($)<max β p iβ ($), is one more necessary and sufficient condition for the equilibrium point. As one can express (P i ($)) criterion for the equilibrium point equation by equating of n-pairs of continuous functions on a space of n-tuples $ equilibrium points, obviously, form a closed subset of this space [28] . Let us consider conditions of application of these theorems for determining an optimal strategy of actions of an agricultural enterprise, which enters the wholesale market of vegetable products. Obviously, when a certain agricultural enterprise is just appearing on the market, the price of its products in the market is fixed. This state of affairs corresponds to the conditions of perfect competition when certain market players do not have a decisive influence on a price of products [29] .
At best, von Neumann's theory considers only a rather partial view of such games: games where transactions, negotiations and side payments between players are possible. However, in many situations analyzed, relationships between wholesale market players do not relate to this type of relationship [30] . There was further development of von Neumann's theories in the form of various attempts to distinguish between non-cooperative and cooperative games [31] . There are no connections between players in non-cooperative games, in particular, they cannot make side-payment agreements. One defines non-cooperative games as the main ones and reduce types of cooperative games to non-cooperative ones. One can achieve this by inclusion of negotiations of a cooperative game as formal moves in a non-cooperative game (actions such as offering a side payment from one player to another).
We call the strategy of players, which consists of choosing an action from X i set, a pure strategy. A strategy may be more complicated than just choosing of one of elements of X i set of actions in case of construction of a normal form of game by its expanded form. One should remember that for nature made moves, there is a likelihood of one or another of its "move" indicated in games in the expanded form. Similarly, players may not choose a single action in each situation, but choose one action with a certain probability. Then one should describe a choice of a player by probabilistic distribution by a set of actions possible in this game situation. It is called a mixed strategy. Studies showed that such behavior can lead a player to a more profitable distribution of benefits in some situations. Each such event is essentially a separate game, and its result influences formation of a strategy for a next round [32] .
Enterprises implement real-time optimization strategies in the absence of any knowledge of modeling information, such as consumer preference, total demand or marginal cost, or price of competitors. Implementation of Nash strategies implies a deterministic search for extremum with sinusoidal perturbations to determine an acceptable range of a level of selling prices.
The Nash search strategy is necessary for stable achievement of the Nash equilibrium in non-cooperative games. Players do not need to know a mathematical model of their payoff functions or a basic model of a game. They only need to measure their own payoff values at determination of their actions over a specified period, which classify this strategy as learning [33] .
Application of iterative algorithms to search for the Nash equilibrium to forecast a player's behavior
Under conditions of cooperative games, when there are n-players in a game, they can form coalitions in some way. Thus, they have so-called binding agreements between players. All players must strictly adhere to arrangements according to rules of a game. The consequences of the arrangements are formation of alliances between players (coalition formation), and accordingly, a part of an income goes from one player to another. The aspect of cooperative games, which deals with division of payoff (income) received by a coalition among its players is important for evaluation of effectiveness of a merger.
A game achieves the Nash equilibrium by all means only if each player knows both his marginal cost and price and the same indicators for the other player in the previous iteration step in a standard scheme of parallel action upgrade. Inclusion of indicators of total demand and preferences of a consumer in the calculation is also a necessary condition.
Competing for profit, companies that are P 1 і P 2 players, respectively, set their pricesu 1 and u 2 in a non-cooperative game. Each enterprise's profit is a product of a number of s i units sold and a profit per unit of production, which is also a difference between a level of u i selling price and m i marginal or production value of a product. In mathematical terms, one can model and express a profit by function:
where s i is the number of products sold, m i is the marginal cost and i∊(1, 2) for P 1 and P 2 [28] .
To model the overall market behavior, we explored a model where a consumer prefers P 1 product, but he is ready to buy P 2 product, if its u 2 price will be sufficiently lower than u 1 price. Further, we modeled a sales level for each enterprise as [28] :
We take a fixed S d total consumer demand to simplify calculations, and quantified consumer preferences for P 1 as p>0. According to the results of modeling of the overall level of sales for each enterprise, it was determined that inequalities u 1 >u 2 and (u 1 -u 2 )/p<S d . are satisfied.
Applying (5) and (6) to the calculation (4), we obtain a formula for calculation of profit expressed by the quadratic functions of prices [28] :
( ) To determine the Nash equilibrium
 for a game with n-players [28] :
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where J i is the i player's payoff function, u -i is his action, i U is the set of actions and u -i denotes actions of other players. Therefore, no player has an incentive to dismiss his actions unilaterally. Ideally, U 1 =U 2 =R + , where R + denotes a set of positive real numbers.
There is no need for any market modeling information, such as p consumer preference, S d total demand, or marginal cost, or a third-party price, to implement such strategy of achievement of the Nash equilibrium. Agricultural enterprises implement non-model optimization in real time of strategy action in the market, for example, deterministic search for extremes with sinusoidal perturbations to set their prices at the optimal level. In particular, P 1 and P 2 set their u 1 and u 2 prices according to a time-varying strategy until achievement of the equation [28] :
where μ(t)=a i sin(φ i t+φ i ), k i , a i , φ i >0 and { } 1, 2 . Î Decision-making frequencies in this case take the form:
where ω is the positive real number and ϖ i is the positive rational number. This form is convenient for convergence analysis. We performed simulation calculations to determine the overall type of graphs, which correspond to the obtained prices and profit levels obtained when players implemented the investigated strategies.
We defined the following parameters to model the process of reducing the system to the Nash equilibrium: S d =100, p=0.2, m 1 =m 2 =30, a 1 =0.075, a 2 =0.05, k 2 =2, k 2 =5, ω 1 = =26.75 rad/s, ω 2 =22 rad/s, u 1 (0)=û 1 (0)=50, u 2 (0)=û 2 (0)= =110/3. It is not possible to achieve the Nash equilibrium in a trivial way 2 " 2 (0) -, u u = therefore, u 2 (t) increases initially before decreasing to " 2 , u due to the total system dynamics. Unlike a smooth solution, enterprise profits are also guaranteed to converge on the Nash equilibrium using a standard parallel-action update scheme [28] :
It is necessary to know the overall demand and a consumer preference parameter for P 1 . In fact, P 1 should know almost all relevant modeling information [28] . In contrast, an enterprise needs only measure a value of their own payoff functions, J 1 and J 2, at application of the extreme search algorithm. Such calculation establishes local results using a theory that is a synthesis of two different theories: a nonlinear Floquet theory and perturbation theory [34] .
However, it is possible to calculate a non-local result for this example semi-globally, according to the methodology for static games with quadratic payoff functions. It is possible to apply the methods used for general convex systems for a detailed analysis of the nonlocal convergence of controllers for the search for extremums [35] .
Let us consider the following system to solve the problem of the search for the state of the Nash equilibrium in a non-quadratic game with players, who use an extremum search strategy based the equations calculated previously: 
Jacobian determinant has a Hurwitz property at such equilibrium if u 2 <16. Thus, the equilibrium state is locally exponentially stable, but not for all (u 2 , u 2 )∊R 2 . As we noted earlier, we set the restrictive requirement of local exponential stability for all u∊R N just for convenience of designation, and in fact this is only an assumption for players. So, in this example, player actions are limited to:
When , x x = the profit function takes the form 
The potential surfaces of the payoff function with their associated response curves that lie in the action set, and the extremes ∂J i /∂u S =0 that lie outside U, overlap each other.
The reaction curves have two intersections in the middle. They correspond to the two Nash equilibria: 
is strictly diagonally dominant and corresponds to the criterion of the stability criterion of a matrix, which implies u " stability, whereas in υ " , these assumptions are violated, as it should be, since further analysis shows that υ" is the unstable Nash equilibrium. The reaction curves also intersect at the limit of set of ∂U actions in (0, 0), which means that the game has Nash equilibrium at the limit, which players can search for depending on the initial conditions of a game.
It is possible to apply a modified Nash search strategy, which uses projection as shown in the study [36] , to keep players within the action set.
We use the previously calculated model (11) , (12) to study the strategy of actions of agricultural enterprises in the wholesale market of vegetable products:
We build a system based on the above: We calculate the payment (profit) functions:
where a i , b i , h i , d i are constant non-negative coefficients;
x 1 =0, x 2 =0 at the point ( ) 1 2 , -x x is the equilibrium state. We find this point:
We calculate eigennumbers of the matrix:
The numbers are negative, so the system is stable. We use the found point in the payment function (that is, we assumed that the function is in the equilibrium state, which will be close to the real state after some time):
( ) , l l reaction curves: Fig. 1 shows an arbitrary example of the graphical representation of reaction curves of the studied process.
The matrix is derived from the assumption. The matrix is strictly diagonally dominant and, therefore, it is uncertain -Ʌ: It is necessary to take into account the basic parameters and coefficients of a model based on market research to determine a state of the Nash equilibrium. The main parameters are preferences of customers, market boundaries, and a market influence, an impact of product quality, costs and volume of one-time batch on a value of an enterprise price.
We calculated the following coefficients in numerical terms for simulation calculations to determine a general type of graphs that correspond to the obtained prices and profit levels, when agrarian enterprises (players) implement the investigated strategies. The starting price -1.00. The determined coefficients a 1 =5, a 2 =1, a 0 =10, where a 1 is the current position of an enterprise in the market (customer preferences), a 2 and a 0 are the market boundaries, respectively. b 1 , b 2 , where b 1 =5, b 2 =1 are the influences on formation of profit of other players in the market in terms of the market and of an enterprise, respectively. d 1 , d 2 where d 1 =1, d 1 are unknown coefficients of an influence on the pricing of other players in the market. The coefficient of an influence of quality of products presented for sale on a value of an enterprise priceh 1 =0. 15 . The coefficient of an influence of a volume of a one-time batch of products on a value of an enterprise price h 2 =0.2. The coefficient of an influence of a marginal cost of production on a value of an enterprise price h 3 =0.65. The coefficient of an influence of fixed costs on production on a value of an enterprise price h 4 =1.0.
We found an intersection of l 1 (u 2 ) and l 2 (u 1 ) reaction curves at the point (1.77, 1.36) among the found solutions in the used model. It is the only intersection, which satisfies us in the admissible region of strategies, it is the Nash equilibrium (Fig. 2) .
Fig. 2. Potential surfaces of payoff function
The investigated matrix is negatively defined if the assumption that Λ matrix has a diagonal dominance is correct,
The above numerical calculations demonstrate the effectiveness of further studies on the choice of optimal movement options and ways of their achievement, which is possible within a certain set of methodological guidelines.
Discussion of results of forecasting a search for the Nash equilibrium state in a non-quadratic game
We propose an algorithm of optimization of a strategy of behavior of players in static non-cooperative games with two players. (1) defines that the equilibrium point is n-tuple $, and a mixed strategy maximizes payoff of each player if strategies of other players are fixed. The algorithm consists of two steps. The first step is choosing of n-set of mixed strategies of all players including non-empty ones, convex ones and compact ones, and the payoff function of each player is defined as quasi-concave. As a value of a player's payoff function in a situation when a mixed strategy uses a pure strategy, (2) determines the expected utility.
A player cannot determine a priori whether his initial action is correct enough to guarantee convergence, so sequences of choices throughout replace a game pure player's strategies Therefore, in the second stage, we verify a statement that a game has Nash equilibrium point in pure strategies (3) .
It is necessary to achieve local convergence of results to implement the algorithm, since payoff functions can be non-quadratic and there can be multiple isolated Nash equilibria. However, practical semi-global convergence can be achieved for quadratic payoffs.
We performed the calculation of possible strategies of actions of enterprises in the market, where players measure only their own payoff values, which makes it possible to determine the main external effects, which arise. We determined a value of players own payment functions at using the extremum search algorithm in (11), (12) . A non-local result was calculated for static games with quadratic payoff functions using numerical values in the numerical solution.
An analysis of the non-local convergence of regulators of the extremum search applied to general convex systems showed that potential surfaces of the payoff function with its associated response curves, which lie in a set of actions and determined extremal that lie outside U, overlap each other (16) , (17) , for non-quadratic payoff functions.
When a closed and restricted set of actions , N U Ì  limits players' actions, reaction curves also intersect at the boundary of ∂U set of actions (0, 0). This means that the game has Nash equilibrium at the boundary (18) , which players search for depending on the initial conditions of a game.
The determined equilibrium may be unstable, because the rule that each diagonal element is strictly greater than the sum of all other elements of a line is not fulfilled at the equilibrium point. Most likely, it is still a stable equilibrium, but it is difficult to check, because it is only a mathematical conclusion on the results of the solution of the system.
The direction for further research may be development of methods for improvement of the quality of finding of an optimal strategy for an agricultural enterprise in the wholesale market of vegetable products.
Conclusions
1. The application of the proposed algorithm implements a random mechanism according to probability distribution into a set of possible actions in a game situation, when each player chooses a mixed strategy independently of other players.
The algorithm uses pure player strategies at the initial stage of a game. He chooses them randomly from a set of actions. Sequences of a choice, which are uniquely consistent with its pure strategies, replace certain strategies at each step in the implementation of the algorithm.
The payoff function used in the definition of the end game above has the only extension on n-sets of mixed strategies linear to each player's mixed strategy. Thus, the algorithm gives possibility to determine a dominant strategy of a player. An algorithm is implemented if a value of a target function is not worse than a value of a target function at choosing of a pure strategy at random choices of their strategies by all other players.
A strategy of each player's actions is optimal against of strategies of other players at the implementation of the proposed algorithm. The implementation of the strategy, in particular, makes it possible to solve problems of optimization of a strategy of an enterprise in a sale of products on the market.
2. We used iterative algorithms to find the Nash equilibrium with projection since most problems do not have a solution in analytical form because of the requirement of discretion of arguments. We defined a set of necessary actions for players to calculate equilibria in a general class of non-quadratic convex polyhedra by the integrated use of numerical methods to ensure that their actions remain appropriate.
It is not possible to achieve the convergence to the Nash equilibrium trivially as long as there is first an increase and then a decrease in the calculated J i (t) parameters due to the overall dynamics of the equation system. Application of deterministic search for the extremum of functions with sinusoidal perturbations made possible to solve the system of nonlinear equations, which gives an enterprise possibility to set its prices at the optimal level. The Nash equilibrium calculation using the proposed algorithm of actions makes possible:
-identification of typical situations that arise over time, until achievement of the equations, with guaranteed quantitative and qualitative characteristics converged to the Nash equilibrium;
-calculation of the non-local result semi-globally according to the methodology for static games with quadratic payoff functions.
The used approach provides enterprises with a possibility to simplify their decision-making calculations for actions of an enterprise in the market by measurement of their own payoff values only, without requiring a potential evaluation of uncertain parameters.
